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THE THINGS WE LEAVE BEHIND
I. Gathering
The world has been spinning lately. That isn't so unusual, but it seems to
be doing it without me. I feel likea girl trying to play double dutch who has
never skipped rope before, justwatching the blurred lines and hearing the cracks
againstthe sidewalk and not knowing when- or evenhow - to jimip in the game.
I miss my bus again.
Nothing seems to congeal to form anything closely related to a thought, so
Imustrely onmy old ones. The sunstabs into my eyes, and inmy sunglass case I
find a thought; I may be growing oldfaster than Iplanned. I put it away for later.
Once home, I clean out my hairbrush. I look down the drain. I check all the
pockets ofclothes I haven't worn for years. While I gather thoughts from these
crevices, I also find loose change in the couch cushions, but I leave it there. Four
thoughts are jammed into the freezer for reasons I can't recall. Maybe I'll find that
thought under my mattress. No, it's a different thought altogether. Some
thoughts slip out between the pages of books when Ishake them from my
shelves. Some arepacked in boxes in the attic. There are reasons to store them
there.
I get tired of raking through thoughts like I should paint the kitchen and
decide to go out to see what thoughts I've dropped the wind hasn't already carried
away. I check under the seats on the bus, under the garbage bags on the curb.
under the tables at restaurants I've frequented. I check the potted plants on Ravel
Boulevard. I go to Fairview Avenue. Sometimes I go to the park on the comer. I
find a few scattered thoughts in plants and one in the small pond that becomes an
ice rink in the winter. I wipe it on my jeans and put it in my backpack. The sign
says, "THISWATERNOT SAFE FOR DRINKING. ENJOY POND AT OWN RISK."
I'm certain my thought was about that sign, but I don't want to rediscover what
that was. One of my thoughts is stuck to a penny in the fountain. I know this
doesn't change anything. I leave the penny behind anyway.
Thoughts are strewn ever5rwhere like a confetti blizzard. Some of them are
in foreign languages. I grab some interesting ones for myself like This snow
reminds me of the Snoopy Sno-Cone machine I had as a child. Finders keepers.
I return homewith a full bag. There is something comforting about going
through them all. Theones aboutmen are especially funny. Oneboyfriend made
this noise. Itkindofremindsmeofaduckcallbut... It's just indescribable. In the
morning I wake refreshed without needing the extra nine minutes from the
snooze, and I have exact change all day.
II. Tar
The shoulder of the road has a new layer of tar. I walk alone along the
shoulder in my old canvas shoes. The tar has almost solidified, and I don't stickto
it. I take off my shoes. It is the middle of summer.
Once at the top of the hill where the pavement becomes wooden boards of
theone-lane bridge Iwill slip my shoes back onto my feet, crawl under the
guardrail, and slip down the trail of loose black dirt. The trail will bend to the
right and lead me under the bridge where the steel girders peel red paint. There I
will smoke my mother's cigarettes, write obscenities on the rusty tracks with
sharp rocks, and walk on the rails down to the stream. If a train is coming, Iwill
hurry to the top of the bridge again and look down atthe roofs of the cars, feeling
delirious at the hurtling motion beneath me.
My feet sink in, making visible impressions. Underneath, the black goo is
still sifting like syrup, but the surface has toughened enough and doesn't break. I
take my time, step forward and back, making certain each cast is clear, loving the
feeling of taron the soles of my feet. I look back atmy footprints. I know that the
impressions I make will change with the years, grow bigger, dig deeper into the
surface, showthe print of calluses and blisters. I know that I willnever walk
exactly these stepsagain, mightnever have a chance to press my feet into roiling
tar and like it, and even as I lift my foot and admire the mark I've made, the tar is
shifting to erase it.
III. Hermetically Sealed
We use only thefreshest vegetables,
which we carefully cleanse and slice immediately.
Thesalad is thenplaced in this hag
and hermetically sealedfor optimum crispfreshness andflavor.
I unconsciously sift the lettuce as I drift into my thoughts, hermetically
sealed, stashed away for safe keeping, fresh in their compartments. When we
open them we let the air in, but we also let something else out. Like dandelion
parachutes, they drift away with the slightest exposure to a breeze, and we find
that we cannot touch them, onlywhat the seed has produced without even
knowing that is the product ofwhat wewerechasing. I open the bag and, with it,
something else.
I woke, but had no senses. I couldn't smell anything, taste anything, feel
anything. I was not aware I was still in my body. I didn't know I was me or
whom thatwould be if I were. I only knew thatmydatewas on topofmekissing
my naked shoulder. I was completely naked, except for a pair ofknee-highs.
I knewwhat was happeningwithoutcomprehending. All I could think to
do, all I understood well enough to do, was pray the same prayer repeatedly:
Please, God, let him come soon so it will be over.
I didn't understanduntilafter he stood, after he dressed while looking
down atmelying on the blue Garfield sheets, after he left, after I sat up, after I
leaned to retrieve mydiscarded clothes, after the tears blinded me and wetmy
cheeks. Then I knew, or began to.
Back at the party and into the kitchen, my bestfriendopened the door to
the January morning, grabbed handful after handful of snow, and shoved them
into my swollen face. I received each gratefully, full of love for her, full of fear,
hatred, shame, regret, and resignation. She sat before me.
"Are you OK now?"
I nodded and locked it in... airtight.
IV. Lizard
Sometimes my skin becomes too tight for my body. For days and weeks I
live in horrible discomfortwhile it becomes even tighter around me, constricting
my breath and movements. It hurts me then to even wear clothes. But I know
relief will follow, and so I wait.
At last the upper layer begins to crumble and sloughs off like onion peel. It
happens almostwithout warning, and I amusually in public when it happens.
Most people distance themselves fromme immediately, thinking they've
discovered a new victimof leprosy. I don't mind this. I go home, call in sick, and
takea hot scented bath. I liftmyarms from thewater andwatch the droplets fall,
humming the music it makes as theymate againwith the pool around me.
I stay home and learn how to decipher Egyptian hieroglyphics. I lie naked
on my back on the plush carpetingofmy living room and stare at the water stains
on the ceiling, contemplating possible patterns andshapes as though they were
clouds. I collect my skinas it accumulates on thefloor and simply stareat it. I
think about what ifs. What ifleather chairs didn't squeak when you saton them?
Things like that. I never do anything useful like clean outmy refrigerator; I only
let my mind drift wherever it wants to go. I ponder what cows think, the way
corn on the cob feels. I spend a day thinking about spinning tops and fish gills
and the way that exhaust fumes from school buses smell. I put my hand on my
belly and feel old skin and new skin at the same time, and I know how it feels to
be born.
V. Onions
We ran down the slope and to my mother's garden where tomatoes, string
beans, cucumbers, and scallions grew almost to maturity. Into the cold, dark
earth, we would bury our fingers, turning soil, the mud, with our bare hands and
reveling in the feeling of dirt. The soil buried itself into our clothes, under our
fingernails. I remember it in my waist-length hair, thick like sorrow. We would
lift out the onions.
To clean the root, we peeled the outside layers away, pulling green stems
down and off, and they would cling to our tiny fingers. We would bite fearlessly
into them. At first as harmless as any blade of grass, the raw center would
abruptiy burst with bitter fire. We loved it and always had another.
VI. Power
Because we were children, we picked up pinecones and opened the flaps to
let the seeds faU. We stuck our fingers into sap running down a tree trunk. We
broke off leaves of milkweed and rubbed the milk into our skin. We always left
the chrysalis alone. We found dead monarchs on the side of the road, lifted them
by their wings, and placed them on the highest branches we could reach; there
was something acutely blasphemous about butterflies in the dirt. We were
always arranging our world into a new, more suitable configuration.
We turned over rocks in the creek, searching for salamanders, crawfish, or
whatever else we could find because finding something, in and of itself, was
enough for us, made the day somehow full. In our expeditions for strange
creatures, we discovered that the walls of the creek were clay, which can be a toy.
We would come home covered in a sienna paste.
We would tear apart cat-o'-nine tails and usher the silky catkins into the
wind over the pond. Wewould chase one another because we could run, swing
from weeping willow branchesbecause we could hold, and sing becausewe had
voices and could make up the words and melodies. The word "can't" never
occurred to us.
VII. Amputee
I left, and I left somuchbehind. I took onlya backpack and a pillow. Since
then, I've accumulated new things, differentmemories,some c.d.'s, and a new bed
for my pillow. I live in a different house with light fixtures and a shower. I go
8different places, now to cafes and an antique mall. The grocery store is just
around the comer, but it doesn't carry the old foods I used to eat. Now I have
different meals.
Everything is different, except at night. The rooms are still dark, my head
is still on that pillow, and the moon is still full every twenty-eight days.
Sometimes the images in my dreams seem different, but really they are not. They
are the same dreams; only the context has changed. And I can still feel what I left
behind. I can feel the warm skin, the steady breath, the heartbeat, the foot. I can
still feel me holding something I know I don't have.
I met an amputee once before I left. We talked, but I have no recollection of
what was said. Later I read somewhere that after the amputation the person can
still feel that missing part of himself as though he were intact. He can even feel it
moving. It's so common, there's even a term for it: phantom sensation. There's
even such a thing as phantom pain. When I wake, I know how that must feel.
EXTREMITIES
The cab driver was silent, and I was thankful for it. I even tipped him. I
ignored everything around me and went to the dusty glass door of the grocery. I
double-checked the address my flighty neighbor wrote out in her curvy
handwriting. "He'll help you with your arm/' the note read. I was desperate
enough to believe her. I resolved I would be content to get my hopes up and
pushed the door open.
The people inside stopped their chatter at the ringing of the bell above my
head. I stepped up to the counter, swallowed, and asked for Master Choi. They
looked at one another and then at me. "Master Choi dead," said a little boy
quietly while a woman who might have been his widow turned her head and
walked away.
"I'm so sorry," I said and walked out the door, hearing the bell, now
ominous, ringing again. As I walked through Chinatown, I heard bells and
buzzers everywhere. It reminded meofthehospital andmademe dizzy. The
faces of dragons on storewindowsblurred together and the smells of fried rice
and hot sauce led me in circles. Before long, I didn't knowwhere I was or which
direction Iwas going. My steps slowed. I felt sorry... formyself. Myarmwould
always bebum, I told myself. Iwould just have to get used to the dead weight
hanging from my right shoulder, I'd become accustomed to the dull aches and
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occasional shooting pains. I'd become accustomed to doing once easy tasks like
making breakfast on my own.
I kept going, walking straight out of Chinatown on a side street. Chen
Avenue? Something like that. A tourist bumped into me wearing a shirt just like
the one I bought for Carl our last Christmas together. He'd carefully opened the
gift, making sure not to rip the paper, checked the label to make sure it was
Lauren, and held it up against his chest with a broad smile. He asked how I knew
that was exactly what he wanted, but he'd been hinting for weeks. The cufflinks
were the ones he'd pointed out to me in the jewelry store while I was admiring a
diamond solitaire pendant, one I didn't find among my packages that year. The
last two years, for every holiday and birthday, I considered buying that pendant
for myself, but I decided that the thrill wouldn't last long without anyone to show
it to.
Thinking of him always reminded me of my frozen shoulder. Carl picked
up the rest of his things while I was in having tests done, x-rays, examinations on
paper-covered tables, being poked by stainless steel contraptions while I stared at
gleaming stethoscopes. I found his key in the mailbox ~ no mail ~ and his closet
was empty. He didn't even consider looking after me for a few days while I got
used to things. "It'll be best for you in the long run anyway," he'd said. "A clean
s
break is the best break." Then he apologized for the pun and hung up the phone.
That was the last time I'd talked to him. I shookmy head to dislodge the
memory. Good riddance.
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I passed children playing marbles on the sidewalk and men shoving away
debris with straw brooms. They each considered me for a moment as I passed, but
I couldn't make eye contact with them. I kept looking at my reflection in the
windows as I walked, and I could see that I looked handicapped, one arm
dangling, slightly crooked, asymmetric. The windows were growing
progressively darker. When I came out of Chinatown to dingy streets, only then
did I know I had been moving in the wrong direction. Broken bottles lined the
curb, graffiti marked walls and bridges, and shouting echoed through wet
alleyways. The streets were emaciated stretches of nightmares, hungry. The air
moaned, and the earth beneath me rumbled. I suppose that could have been the
subway. It didn't matter enough to me to turn around. I should have known
better. I sat on a stoop and hoped no one especially territorial would interfere
with my rest.
The cement steps were cold, but I was indifferent to it. I held my head with
my good hand, the one that didn't shake, and thought about my options. The
truth was I really didn't have options. I'd have to look on the bright side. Was
there a bright side? OK. I could get handicapped parking, but that wasn't terribly
comforting.
The door behind me opened and closed. Only I saw no one go in, and no
one came out. I turned to look at the door, but there was no window to see who
might be on the other side. I stayed to see who stepped out, if anyone stepped
out. A moment later, someone did. He wore an old army duster and jeans. His
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shoulder-length bunch of unruly red hair was tied together at his neck. The duster
flew gently behind him as he took cautious steps toward me.
"Are you looking for someone?" He asked in a tone to address a wounded
animal, but some instinct told me he always talked that way.
"No." I glared at him in a way I knew intimidated most strangers and
strategically turned away with a huff.
"Oh." He stepped past me and onto the sidewalk. He began walking away
but stopped and turned around. 1could see that he was young, at least younger
than I was. "Are you lost? You don't look like you belong here."
"Where do I belong?" I asked. He tipped his head to the side like a dog
encountering a new noise. He squinted his green, glassy eyes. They were a
muted shade, which made him seem all the more uncertain. He was quite tall and
slouched his shoulders, maybe so that he'd seem shorter and less conspicuous. He
took another step toward me and shrugged.
"I haven't seen you around here. Maybeyou're new?"
"I don't live here. I just got turned in the wrong direction."
"You musthave been inChinatown, then." Again, hewasexactly right and
speaking in a honeyed tone. "To get somethingto eat?"
"No, to consult with a dead guy."
He squinted again, and I laughed. This seemed to lighten his reservations
aboutme, even if I had incomprehensible purposes.
"What's the problem?" he asked, leaning in to sit beside me.
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"You don't want to hear it. It isn't that interesting." I was hoping that he'd
insist, and he did.
"I promise, I'll be interested/'
"Well, you asked for it." I took a deep breath. "I fell two years ago. It was
stupid and not at all graceful, entirelymy fault. I still couldn't movemy arm even
after the cast came off. Nothing worked. My arm is still basically useless.
Despite this, my doctors keep telling me there's nothing wrong. So, I've been
looking for someone who might consider immobility a symptom of something."
I showed him my arm, which was throbbingjust above the elbow. He saw my
shaking hand and held it still, contemplated me, consideredmy ails.
"You should go see the Africanhealer who lives nearby. I could take you
there if youwant." He took mysilence as assent. "Great," he said and jumped up
to go, paused, and then reached into his pocket. "I promised a friend of mine I'd
deliver this demo to a club. I have to go do that. I'munofficially managing. You
could come with me if you want."
"Where are you going?"
"Puffy's."
"Isn't that a topless club?"
He shrugged. "I'm not sure, but theyhave bands onTuesdays and
Thursdays."
"I think I'll pass."
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He waved the demo in his hand as he thought. "Actually, I have a friend
next-door who knows the manager. He could run the tape over--"
"Viola/' I offered.
"Viola/' he repeated. "That's a beautiful name."
"Thank you."
He put his hand to his chest and said, "I'mMichael. I don't go by Mike.
That's not snobbery. I just don't likemonosyllabic names." He laughed and
stretched out his arm to shake my hand. "Nice to meet you."
I put out my left hand, my not-so-subtleway of reminding people of what
they are quick to forget. "Nice to meet you, Michael."
"You can go on up if you want, and I'll comeget you."
I started for the door, but then turned around. "Won't it be locked?"
He was already walking away, but he called back over his shoulder,
"Lock's broken."
I climbed the stairs, pulled open the heavydoor, and Was immediately
struck by the smell within. It was distinctively a combination of urine and
lingeringcabbage. I had to hold my stomach as I inspected the mailboxes to look
forMichael's apartment number. I beganto worry that I'd have to knock on each
of these doors whenI saw thename I hoped 1was looking for: Michael R. Aurum.
5G. I took a deep breath and ledmyself up the creaking stairs, pullingmyself up
by grabbing the handrail with my good arm. I started to laugh, thinkmg of how
Carl would react tomybehavior. Even atmybeing in this part of town, alone. I
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stopped laughing when a sinewy woman in a blacknightgown and fuzzy slippers
passed me on her way down. She let out a hacking cough before taking another
drag from her cigarette. She glared at me with her bloodshot eyes. "What the
hell you looking at. Miss Prissy?"
I said nothing but increasedmy paceuntil I found 5G. It was facing the
stairwell. The door was opened slightly so that I could see a crease, of light falling
onto the hallway floor. I pushed the door, and it squealed open. There was a
fairly large yellow room. I took a step in and saw that therewas only a small
couchwith a white sheet thrown overit and a coffee table. The rest of the space
was empty. There were pictures on the wall, photographs of people and scenes
around the city, postcards fromEasternEurope, rough paintings that didn't look
like the work of any familiar artists.
When I considered it, I didn't even really know for certain who lived there,
only that someone did. Yet, I felt certain that it was his apartment, that he would
live in a place that looked like this, thatwas furnished like this, thatwas spare and
bright and somehow beautiful in themidstof a bleak neighborhood. I even
supposed that those were his paintings on the wall. They were winding shapes
and heavy shadows, but on each wasa pointofbrightness. I couldn't tellwhat
they represented, butI loved to look at them just the same. Then I found myself
wandering into another room, his bedroom.
Hehad amattress on thefloor with two pillows lying at theheadof it,
fluffed and straightened. I touched the pillow gently as ifa baby were lying there.
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amazed by this person I didn't know but somehow understood. I found no easel,
but I did find another painting above the light switch (to what?) when I turned
toward the door again.
Again, there were shadows, but in the middle of the painting this time,
violet shadows that swooned over cobalt blue geometric shapes. On all sides of
these shadows were white feathered brush strokes accented with gold leaf. Gold
leaf on this painting, but not on any of the others. And that slightly paler violet
shape seemed roughly human, but more than that, beyond that. It seemed almost
the Platonic form of human with a heart, a head, muscles, and... What? But this is
not really what it was. It couldn't have been. This is just what I thought it was. I
thought it was love; it looked so much like what love looks like if you close your
eyes and think of nothing else. Not a particular person you might be in love with
and not a person making love, but just love itself. I felt transported into whatever
world that vision was reality.
I only remember feeling like that about a painting one other time in my
life. I went with my wster-in-law to the Cleveland Art Museimi. I skirted around
the building, focusing not on really seeing anythingbut on seeingeverything,
which, ironically, leads to seeing nothing. But I stopped in front of a multimedia
piece on the second floor, some contemporary section I considered skipping
altogether. It was three panels on topofone another, big, justshortof
grotesquely big. It was gray and brown, and it took me a moment to recognize
that the jutting paint portrayed railroad tracks. Iwas drawn immediately to the
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point of origin. I wondered what the painter wanted to be there. The scattering in
the foreground was meaningless to me except as it related to that distance at the
very top of the painting, that crisis point where everything disappeared. I had
longed ever since to go back to Cleveland just to feel that way again, to be so
caught up in something so I completely forgot myself and all the world. I never
dreamed I would find it on the South side.
I felt a hand on my shoulder, but I didn't turn. I wasn't startled, and I only
slowly aroused from my trance. I could hear him softly breathing behind me,
could sense that he was glancing at the painting and then at me, gauging my
reaction. I let his warmth sink into my skin. When he finally spoke, I have to
admit I was disappointed. Do you like it? seemed a bit trite. I only nodded in
response. I realized he was only testing the waters, seeing if it was permissible to
speak at all.
"What do you call it?" I asked.
He shrugged; I could tell by the shadows. "I'm waiting for the name. I
don't want to force it. Do you have any ideas?" He stepped back and put on his
hat as he waited for me to answer. I didn't know. I didn't feel right naming
something that belonged to someone else.
Then he led me out the door, his hand gently holding my right elbow. We
descended the stairs together, our footfalls echoing through the hallways of the
building, and opened the door into the chilly night that burned with a faint amber
glow. The shadows were already longer, blurred together, humming softly to
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themselves. Usually in the city I can feel the buildings climbing above me,
towering like sinister senators and radiating with omnipotence. But here I felt the
buildings decaying and collapsing around me, as if they were just piles of stone
and lead, rubble. Though I had to look up to see the roofline, I sensed myself
stepping above them, that even as they aimed skyward they had already fallen.
We didn't walk far. He led me just five blocks to a steel door. He pulled it
open with considerable effort and let me enter first. It was difficult to see
anything because the light bulb hanging above my head was broken and there
appeared to be no other light source except what filtered through the grimy
windows. "This way," Michael said, pointing with his entire arm toward a
ground level door that read MANEGER. I stumbled toward the glimmering
misspelling but nearly tripped and fell on what I thought was a bag of garbage
lying in the hallway.
"Watch it there. You could injure a man's pride with those shoes." From
under a dark blanket a man rose. He continued to rise long after I thought he
shouldhavestopped. I backed up as I felt theblood rushing out ofmyhead. I
would have fainted had I not been too frightened to do so. I stumbled backwards
and Michael held me from falling. Even though he didn't seem to mind it, I felt
uneasy with my weight on him - because it didn't feel uncomfortable. I then
backed to the outside door. There is something strangely comforting about exits
in times like these. The man easily towered more than seven feet. His raven
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black skin on his bare head glimmered even in this pale light. His wrought iron
eyes were steadily piercing though they sagged with sleep.
"1... I didn't see you/' I explained.
"No matter. People here often walk without seeing. Since I've been here, 1
see less than I used to." He looked me over and then looked to Michael. "You
brought her here to see me?"
"Yes, she needs some help."
"Everyone does, but not everyone is wise enough to see me about it." He
opened the door and walked in.
I waited a moment and hesitantly entered the apartment. I turned to
Michael who waited in the hallway. "Are you sure about this guy?" "Oh,
yes," he assured me. "He's the doctor I told you about." I was even more skeptical
by the change from "healer." I thought that I must certainly have been fooled into
being here. The apartment was crammed with circular, wobbly tables, and rustic
wooden chairs, no couches and nothing looking remotely comfortable. Masks
covered the walls, and bottles with colorful liquids filled shelves. The tables each
had herbs and bundles of twig-like plants. The medicine man lit candles and
turned off the overhead light. He then turned to address Michaelwho lingered in
the doorway.
"She is your lover?"
"No," he answered - a bit too quickly, I thought.
"Thenyou should go. I have no business with you."
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Michael shrugged and looked at me as if to ask, "Will you be all right?" I
sighed and unwaveringly met his stare. He took that as a sign that I would be
fine, though I'm not sure that's what I meant. The door closed, and I turned again
to the stranger, the nape of my neck tingling.
" You need to call me Sami. I need to call you—"
"Sami, I'm Viola," I offered.
"A musical name."
"Thank you."
"Sit,Viola," he instructed and pointed to one of the chairs. I obeyed. He
took a candle in his hand and sat facing me. He looked at me, at my eyes, my lips,
my nose, my neck, and finally at my arm. He did all this without moving and
without touching me. "You are in pain," he said at last.
"Yes."
"But you have no idea what causes this pain?"
I considered the question, thinking it was some kind of trick, that I was
supposed to address something spiritual. Instead, I answered, "I fell."
He placed the candle on the table beside me and leaned in to get a closer
look, but not of my arm, of my eyes. After only a moment, I wanted him to stop,
to tell him that it had all been a terrible misunderstanding. I would be fine after
all and wouldn't require his assistance. His glare was too direct, was looking past
my eyes and into something else, though I couldn't dream what that would be.
He continued to stare as I fidgeted with my scarf, ignoringmy discomfort for
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what must have been fifteen minutes but what was to me forever. At last he
leaned back in his chair. "You are tough. Tell me what is wrong."
"I fell. I hurt my arm."
He seemed disappointed, but he took my arm in his huge hands and
examined it while he spoke to me. My arm buzzed under his touch. "Arms are for
holding. Hands and fingers for touching/' he spoke slowly while turning my arm
as though it were an archeological find. "Your heart is for searching and finding.
If you don't search, you don't find. If you don't find, you don't hold. Don't touch.
Your arm is useless to you without your heart. It is all connected inside of you. If
your arm is broken, then is your heart. One feeds the other. In order to know
why you hurt, I must know why each part of you is in pain. Tellme about your
heart. Tell me of the people in it."
I stared at him in disbelief even as he continued to hold my arm and
examine it. He didn't meet my eyes. He knew better. I had no idea why I might
have been crying just then. Crying? No part of me was moving. I didn't choke
up. Mybreath stayed steady and didn't heave. Butmy eyespoured. But that was
too easy! It made me furious.
I never cry. And I told him so.
"Better that you do," he saidmatter-of-factly. This justmademeangrier. I
tried to pullmyarmfrom him, but Iwas nomatch for his strength and quickly
surrendered. "You should have healed bynow, but you don't have whatyour
arms need. I will have to speed this for you. Iwill release what is holding your
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pain." With this, he rose and fetched a bottle from the shelf that contained a
translucent green flixid that smelled vaguely of mint when he opened it. He then
took one of the bundles from the table and poured the liquid over it.
"What are you doing?"
"You don't like to not know. Your kind of peoples are so like that. You
must erase the mystery from everything. I don't like that, but I have become
patient with these questions over the years. I will tell you what you need to
know. First, take off your coat."
I wriggled out of my jacket and placed it against the back of my chair. I
stood as he directed me to.
"This is a fetish," he explained, indicating the bundle. "Spirits live within. I
pour the drink over it to awake the spirit's generosity. I tell it to help you because
I think you can be trusted with its secrets." With that, he ran the fetish down my
arm over and over again with varying speed and some kind of incantation in a
molten language. He put the fetish down and grabbed another one that looked
more flowery. He dipped this in scentedwater, "To cleanse you," he said. He
spun me around as he ran the fetish all over my body. All the while his
unfamiliar words rumbled throughme, and I became dizzy.
He put the second fetish down and left to another room. I tried to collect
myself in his absence, but then I realized it washis presence keeping me calm in
the first place. That he trusted me enough to try to help rnademe believe in him
immediately. He seemed to know what my doctorsdidn't, to understand what it
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meant to be ailing and to want to fix it, not because it was his job but because he
thought he could help. I tried to move my arm, but I still had the same mobility
as before. It didn't upset me, though. I was just grateful that there was effort.
I resigned myself to my fate when he returned to the room holding two
small glasses and a cardboard box. "You take the one drink." I held the tiny drink
with the tips of the fingers of my good hand while he returned to his seat. "Palm
wine. It is good for you. You must remember libations, though." He took his
glass and spilled a bit of wine just outside the door. He gestured to me to do the
same. When the wine splashed down, I felt a creeping sense of loss. "For the
heart," he said, and we drank together. He gently took my glass and put in on the
table beside his before putting the cardboard box in my hand.
The box was also quite small, just larger than my two fists. He instructed
me to open it as if he were giving me a Christmas gift and couldn't wait to see my
reaction. I took the lid off and saw dried grasses inside. I shuffled the long blades
around to find an amulet on a long cord. I held the amulet in my hand and
examined it. There didn't seem to bemuch to it, just a picture of a sun with a
Joshua tree in the middle of a savanna. The amulet itself was made of some soft
purplish wood. The simwas painted yellow. The tree, though, was represented
with moss hardened with resin. The craftingwas excellent; all of this was
represented in spaceof a circle roughly the diameter of a Ping-Pong ball. "It's
beautiful," I whispered.
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"You don't see. Maybe you can feel what your eyes miss." I shrugged.
"Wave it."
When I did what he said, I noticed that the weight of the amulet shifted
slightly. I looked at him with wonder like a child discovering her own shadow.
"What is it?"
"Oh, Miss musical-name, you forget that answers are never right before
you. Reality is underneath."
His riddles became a kind of game for me. "Underneath," I ch£inted to
myself as I searched the amulet. To my surprise, the moss-tree lifted up to reveal
a vile encased in the wood. Inside the vile was another liquid, this one again kind
of translucent. It was a bit milky but tinted slightly yellow. I tilted the amulet
one way and then another to watch the fluid flow down the sides of the thin glass.
"What is it?" I asked. When he smiled mischievously, I demanded that he tell me.
"You know us Americans, Sami. We have to know."
"This," he leaned in to whisper in my ear and pointed to the amulet, "is milk
from the mother."
I was amazed but still managed to ask which mother.
He laughed and kissedmy forehead. "Your mother. Mymother. The dog's
mother. Earth's mother." He continued to chantas he laughed. "There is only
mother. No which." Then he quieted as I stood. "You wear this next to your
heart. Motherhelps you heal. Butafter that, you canno longerrely on her. You
have to give your arms purpose. Real purpose." Heput thecord around myneck
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and placed the amulet at my breast where my heartbeat made the milk quiver
slightly. He referred to the soft rhythm of the liquid as if it were proof. "She
loves you."
And I believed him. My chest felt warm, and not from the wine. My head
felt light. I smiled wide and loved it.
He closed the moss back over the vile and helped me with my coat. "You
come see me again. Tell me how you are. I grow attached to you and that hungry
heart. I can see you are strong. So good to see in a woman."
He was scooting me out the door, but I stopped to ask him how much I
owed him. "It's always so good that you ask, I rely on the honesty of my friends.
But I only ask them for what they think I am worth. Some do not have what I
would ask."
I gave him all the money I took out from the auto teller that afternoon for
Master Choi: two hxmdred dollars, wrapped in a handkerchief so that he wouldn't
be embarrassed about taking it. He could find out after I left. That leftme just
enough for the subway back home. "Iwish I could give you more."
"Iwish the same to you," he said and gently closed the door.
Once outside, I wrapped my coat around me before the chill could grab me.
Then I headed back to say thank you. Fiveblocks. Up the stairs. 5G. MichaelR.
Aurum. Through the open door. Into the bedroom. Onto the bed.
Buthewasn't there. I called out. Noanswer. I thoughtaboutstaying. I
imagined his coming in and finding me there sleeping, tiptoeing over to me.
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softly caressing my cheek and whispering my name. I would pretend to stay
asleep for at least a moment longer even if I hadn't been sleeping at all. I would
just want him to kneel there and look at me, consider me. But how strange would
it be for him to come home to a woman in his bed he barely knew? I sighed,
rolled over, and looked at the painting again.
I decided that I did deserve to name that painting after all I'd been through,
or at least to suggest something. I had discovered something, though it would
take me a long time to make sense of it all. But at the very least, I discovered
something about how Sami, a complete stranger, perceived me. I had a feeling
that my eirmwould get better. That was something.
I slid out of Michael's bed and went through a stack of scrap paper. I was
happy to find that he had gummed notepaper. I scribbled something quickly,
then stopped at the signature. "Love,Viola?" No. He would know who wrote it.
I removed the note from the rest of the pad and then placed it on the light switch
under the painting. When he came home, to find someone had been lying in his
bed, he might turn to look at his wall and see a note, walk over to it, and then
immediately see what I had been given.
ARMS ARE FORHOLDING BY M R AURUM
I walked out of the room, swinging mybum arm a bit, through the living
room, past the door, and left it open exactly to the degree I found it. I walked
down thestairs and stepped into the thin streets again. I took ineverything
aroundme as I mademy trek to thesubway. The echoing footsteps nowfelt
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musical, and the air smelled sweet with the neighborhood's dinners. Their shouts
had stilled. I thought that would be the last time 1would ever see this part of
town again, at least on purpose. I would consider making the effort to cross that
boundary between my side of town and his. Maybe I would come to update Sami
or to visit that diner I passed. But then I couldn't see myself doing it. The thought
didn't necessarily make me sad. I had missed my opportunity. Nothing new.
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HEART OF THE HILL
We slide down cold black
earth into a hollow.
From here we can see within
to the belly of the mountain.
We sit at the threshold, with picnic
Itmch, pretending to laugh,
but listening to the mouth-like
recess speak in its many voices.
Water whispering in mineshafts;
men coughing in soil deep it seeps
into marrow and sucks it out again;
clacking carts coming up for air.
The town's breath drifts, my escape
slowed by a rumbling oblivious
coal truck. I feel in its black bin
a thousand gasping souls within.
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MOMENTUM
To remain perfectly
still like the statue of the town
founder in the park, that great
pioneer who probably got tired
of his neighbor's all-night
parties, moved out West, sighed
on some stump, figured it
was OK to just stay there.
Now with bronze
arms ready for the heavy burden,
his eyes looking onward
to what is beginning
like it's no accident.
If I could just get into a daily
something without wondering
where I am first, stay still
long enough to be familiar
with the room, with the tree
outside the window
have an ordinary year
like dogs and mailmen.
Certain.
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DRIFTWOOD
Iris reaches for her metal file. She holds it in both hands and unconsciously
runs her fingers down the grooves while she contemplates her work. Where to
begin? Of course, there is no place to begin. She typically plots through it with a
scheme of no design. Wherever her eye falls that needs smoothing, she puts the
file to work. She really wants to start in with the sandpaper but knows that she
must wait. There is process to this.
She examines the place where the two forms merge and decides the true
beauty lies there. While she's still so full of energy, anxious really, she should
work on this part. That way she won't be too tired to do it right. She places the
file against the bronze and runs the blade across the siurface. She mentally chants
the correct way to do it: blade away, lift, to, down, blade away... She gets lost in
the sound of the file, a scraping noise that also rings with the metal she is shaping.
If only I were better at casting, she thinks, I wouldn't have so much of this to do.
She dismisses the thought. It is really this part she likes.
The shavings cover her hands, her shirt, and her face. She forgot her dust
mask, but she doesn't stop to retrieve it. Just when her strength is waning, she
places the file on the floor beside her and clears the dust away with her hand. She
touches the bronze form to feel the shape it wants to be. That's the way her art
instructor always put it, not what she wants it to be, but what it wants to be. Her
job, he'd said, was to release the form, to resist the temptation of imposing her
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beliefs on her work. As she runs her hand across the fusion of the forms, she
wonders why they don't tell that to everyone. Abel enters the room.
"It's coming along," he sings as he tromps in his boots over to the stereo.
"Mind a little music?" His thin chest is bare, exposing his tattoo of a smoking
wolf.
"Yes," Iris answers, her back still to him.
"Great. How about some Rage Against the Machine?" He takes her Wagner
disk out of the CD player, contemplates it, and puts his own disk in.
Iris turns and stomps over to him. "I said no music. I am working. Maybe
if you got a job, you would be able to recognize that."
"I've gotta job," he sneers.
"One you can put on your r^sum^, I mean."
"Funny," he replies and brushes his long dark hair out of his eyes. "I'm
putting it in my resume, as 'pharmaceutical representative.' By the way, I have a
gig tonight down by the pier. You should come. You've been too tense. You've
just been locking yourself in here with this—" He cocks his head and ponders the
form. "It's huge. I don't think you've made anything that big out of bronze
before. What is that anyway?"
Iris crosses the floor to her sculpture. She sits in front of it and twirls the
file in her fingers. "Youwouldn't understand," she says at last.
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Abel walks over to her and circles the mysterious shape. "There are two
people/' he assesses. "There's a man and a woman. The man is well-endowed."
He gestures size.
"Stop joking/' Iris's expression is serious.
"Hey, I'm trying here. Lefs see. The two are somehow joined. It's like
they're melting into each other."
Iris looks at him, the point of the file against her chin. "So, what is it?"
He assumes the pose of a serious critic looking at art, his hand to his chin,
his legs crossed as he stands. At last, he shrugs. "You got me."
Iris stands, grabs her dust mask, and readies herself to work again. "It's
Hermes and Aphrodite. They loved one another so terribly, they became one
person." Then she resumes her work.
Abel stands and watches her. She's in a trance and doesn't take notice. It
takes him a while, because he's stoned, but at last he announces,
"Hermaphrodite," and dons a pleased grin.
Iris stops, the blade still against the bronze, and looks at him. Her eyes are
full of images not in front of her, and Abel sulks out of the room, careful not to
disturb her. But she stops. Shelooksaround her studio at the sculptures she's
made out of every material that can be formed into something else - wood, stone,
metals castor welded, found objects. All of these shehasmade intootherpeople
or things that sheis not. She cannot recognize herself in anyof them. That's why
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they were so easy. This one, though, she feels is something within her. This one,
for better or worse, is the one that hurts her.
She slides the dust mask to her neck, gently places the file on the nearby
table with the others, and opens the small refrigerator. She reaches in and scoops
some of the chilled Crisco from an open container into her hand. The cool fat
slides across her rough skin and seeks out the crevices in her work-roughed
fingers, snioothing the abrasions she's proud to show off. The sensation is one Iris
usually enjoys, but her thoughts are elsewhere. She faces the door, her back to
Hermes and Aphrodite, but she can still feel them. She always has, even before
she knew why. All the medical intervention in the world cannot change her
affinity for them, her union with theirs. Abel once suggested that everything they
cut off they save, but she can't stand to envision it. She feels the events of her life
in the room like specters, swirling around her and her sculpture. Her eyes brim
with tears that don't fall.
A joint rolls through the crack of the door to her from Abel resorting to
emergency maneuvers. She picks up the joint and twirls it between her thumb
and forefinger. As she contemplates it, she hears more skidding. Thereby her
feet is a plastic bag of peyote for good measure.
* * *
The basement of the warehouse is throbbing from high decibels and
pounding feet of dancers who drift in and out ofblack lights swingingabove
them. Red stage lights pulse with the music from the makeshift sound booth in
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the corner. Iris can see Roland, the DJ, shifting through his CDs and vinyl
collectionwhile he bobs his shaved head. He spots her at the doorway, squints,
and gives her a thumbs-up. Everyone looks like strangers to her, though she
knows she's seen them all before with few exceptions. Before she can spot
someone else she can put a name to, Abel creeps up behind her and jabs her in the
back.
"Hey, roommate! I thought you weren't coming," Abel says and leads her
around the perimeter of the dance floor.
"I couldn't get any work done today," she answers.
"I'm really sorry about that. That could be your masterpiece, really. It's
great,"
"Sincewhen do you know anything about sculpting?"
Abel doesn't get a chance to answer. Iris's ex-coworker Stephen, appearing
in sequins as Stephanie tonight, moves in beside Iris, takes her by the arm, and
proposes a dance. "I'm surewe could getRoland to playour song," Stephanie
coos.
Before another word is said about it, the songstartsplaying. Iris is dragged
to themiddle of the floor. The crowd parts for them. They do nothing at first
except warm up. Stephanie sings in falsetto alongwith the remix. "I'm every
woman. It's all in meeee." They face oneanother, themix begins its pulse, and
they set their bodies inmotion, first mirroring one another andmoving to their
practiced choreography with the chorus. The crowd loves it and dances
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simultaneously in movements they've orchestrated for this event, a variation on
the hokey-pokey.
Stephanie bumps into Iris every now and then. Iris is not together with the
music, and her body feels dense like solid metal. "Show you've got it, girl,"
Stephanie says and demonstrates. She lifts her gown and spins. She takes deep
lunges, showing off her long, thin legs. She shouts along with the music. Iris
can't help but be inspired by the abandon, and she takes her own turn showing
off, first posing and then jumping with cheerleader-like kicks. It's not as creative
as she usually is, but it's something silly enough to get her warmed up.
The climax of the song comes, and the crowd launches in on them. Iris is
sandwiched between sweaty twins in spandex, but she does her own thing as if
they weren't there. Just as she's working up a sweat and is feeling oblivious to
any pain, the song ends. She wants to keep dancing, but it seems Stephanie has
other plans for her. They find the small table where Stephanie left her cigarettes.
"Want one?"
Iris waves it off. "No thanks."
Stephanie lights her oneanyway, and hands it over. Irisknows turning her
down means becoming an instant enemy.
"You have to tellmewhat's been going onwith you lately. You haven't
been here in a really long time. Out there it looked like you forgot how to
dance."
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Iris takes a drag off the cigarette to give herself time to answer. "I've been
really busy, Steph. Kenneth has promised me a show if I can finish three more
pieces by the end of the month."
Stephanie touches Iris's knee. "You can do that in your sleep, honey. You
are so truly blessed. I would give my you know what to have that kind of talent."
"You're an artist in your own way."
"You bet I am. In more ways than one."
There is a moment of silence between them while Abel brings Iris a Bloody
Mary before returning to his post.
"What service," Stephanie coos. "I'm glad I'm not serving anyone tonight.
I had a full day playing waiter as it is, and my feet are killing me."
"I couldn't tell by the way you were dancing out there."
"You know I've always got enough to dance with," she says and laughs.
"There are only three things in this world worth living for: dancing, booze, and
sex, and not necessarily in that order." She stops to put an ear to her words. "Oh,
we've just got to drink to that, girlfriend. Giveme a tink of the brims," she says
as she raises her glass.
"Only if you add art to the list."
"Oh, you're so serious all the time. I can never have my way when you're
around." Steph^ie gives a dramatic frown before reluctantly adding, "And art."
"Amen," Iris cheers.
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Stephanie drinks and sits back in the chair. "Since when are you so
religious?"
"My parents dragged me to church every Sunday, baby."
Stephanie cringes. "Oh, stop. God scares me," she says with a wave of her
arm.
"God's supposed to scare you. I think that's the point." Iris takes a drag
from her cigarette and breathes it out slowly, giving Stephanie a knowing look.
"Then at least I've gotten something right today. Let's toast that."
"Hallelujah!" Iris teases.
"Stop! You're so bad. I think that's why I like you."
"You don't know me so well," Iris answers.
"But I really feel connected to you, you know," Stephanie offers.
"What do you mean?"
Stephanie leans in closer. "We are both stuck in this world that doesn't fit
our skins. Those people out there," she begins while gesturing to the door, "they
can only think in binaries. Black-white, night-day, man-woman. They can't even
conceive of us. We don't fit their molds. If we were only bom fifty years later,
I'm sure all this gender crap would be sorted out to make room for us. Except
you, you they decided to fix. But they reallydidn't succeed, did they, honey? You
don't feel that you're really a woman in there, right?"
Irisclears her throat and shifts. She can'tbelieve Stephanie is pretending to
understand. "No. I don't feel like anything."
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"What's that supposed to mean?"
"I mean, I don't even feel human. Doctors can snip and inject me with
cortisone, but that's to turn me into something that I'm not. I'm in a medically
altered body. I don't know what the real me even looks like."
"Now you're just feeling sorry for yourself/' Stephanie huffs. "Do you
think anyone here feels like the person they were intended to be? No one gets by
without some manipulation. No one. So get off your high horse and come back
down here with the rest of us. We don't believe in sob stories. You shouldn't
either."
Stephanie doesn't give her a chance to redeem herself and stands to excuse
herself. "I must go powder my nose."
"Which powder room are you going to use?"
"Maybe I'll surprise you/' she says, saunters into the pulsating crowd, and
disappears.
Iris throws her cigarette to the floor, stomps it out, then follows Stephanie.
On her way, she passes Abel who stops her. "You want something for your trip?"
"You've got the language down to an art, buddy," she says as she walks
past him.
The smoke is thick in the bathroom. Iris gets dizzy in moments. She
almost bumps into someone leaning over lines of cocaine. The woman smiles and
says, "Hello, Iris," though Iris has no idea who she is.
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"Talk to me when you get out of the eighties/' she replies. The others hoot
t
and clap. The woman shrugs off the comment and leans back down to the counter.
Iris looks under the doors and eventually finds the heels she's looking for.
She waits outside the stall for Stephanie to finish. At first she can barely see more
than two feet in front of her, but her eyes adjust, and she can make out the general
shapes of everyone. She thinks for a moment that she sees Jackie, and walks
toward the shape. The dark hair and angular features become gradually clear,
and Iris can't help but smile.
"Why are you hiding out in here? You've got some dancing to do, don't
you?" Iris asks before Jackie has had a chance to recognize her.
"Iris? I didn't expect to see you here tonight. You're in hiding, aren't you?"
She moves in to close out the thin blonde Jackie has been talking to who
eventually moves nearer the stalls to wait in line. "At least I've been gone
because of work. You've just been hanging out with Mr. University man. Isn't the
semester going to start soon?"
Jackie looks at the door and points to it. "I don't want to talk in here. Can
we get out of this place?"
"Is there trouble in paradise?" Iris asks. She sounds hopeful.
They walk out together. Iris waving off Stephanie as she leaves the stall.
Iris stops near some chairs along the wall, but Jackie keeps walking.
"Where are you going?" she asks.
"I mean, I can't talk in here."
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"You want to leave?" The idea seems less than inviting until Jackie
suggests they visit the shore.
* * *
Iris p^ks her yellow '76 Impeila and circles to the passenger side to let
Jackie out.
"You've got to get a handle on the inside one of these days, you know?"
Jackie coraplains.
"I think it's aesthetic."
"You think anything that will cost you money to fix is aesthetic."
"Are you calling me cheap?" Iris feigns indignation.
"No/' Jackie answers and walks toward the ocean. Iris senses that she's not
in for the typically lofty exchanges with Jackie, and a weight lodges in her belly.
She lags behind and watches Jackie drift slowly in the dark to the water's edge.
When she catches up with her, Jackie bends her head down while she tugs on the
hem of her dress, a nervous reaction Iris has come to recognize.
"Jackie," Iris says as she nears, "why did you have to leave the club? That's
your second home."
Jackie doesn't answer, and Iris becomes afraid that she might.
"Are you tired of the scene?"
Jackie lifts her head and looks Iris in the eye. "It isn't that at all. You know
I love it." She sounds a bit embarrassed, but Iris senses that everything might be
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fine anyway. She moves close to Jackie and touches her shoulder. Jackie doesn't
stop her but doesn't touch back either.
"I missed you so much," Iris whispers in a flushed tone.
"Please," Jackie urges and moves away into the water. Iris follows and
chases her into chest-level waves.
"What's wrong?"
"I just want to enjoy the ocean for a while, OK?"
Trying to read into Jackie's behavior wears on Iris's resolve, and so she says
softly, "That's sounds great to me."
They return to the shore where Iris sits with Jackie's head on her lap. They
stay silent for a while. Iris listening to the ocean and feeling the salt crisp on her
drying body.
"This is my favorite place," Iris says to break the silence she finds
uncomfortable. "When it's still like this with the full moon reflected in the water,
I swear I can hear the moonlight."
"What's it sound like?" Jackie asks in a hushed tone that sounds as if she's
drifting to sleep.
Iris tilts her head to listen. "I guess it sounds like faraway music. Kind of
like a combination between a flute and a violin. It's very soft and slow and drifts
around the scale on a sensuous wave." She waits in silence again to listen before
adding, "It soimds a bit like Bach's 'Air' from Orchestral Suite three."
"I don't know what that sounds like," she says simply.
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"Listen," Iris whispers. After a long silence, she begins to hum the music
she hears so clearly within her. She lightly sways to the melody whose rhythm,
she notices, begins to match the cadence of their breathing.
"You know> I always thought of the ocean as a hermaphrodite, too." Iris
lets the words hang in the air around them until Jackie says something, not
wanting to disturb the reverie.
"I always called it Mother Ocean. Wouldn't that mean it's a woman?"
Iris strokes Jackie's hair, brushing it with her fingers so that it fans out over
her legs. The motion stirs the scent of the sea on Jackie's body, and Iris's fingers
become entangled in the long, wet locks of hair. She thinks that she can bear
herself that way, with Jackie's hair covering her butchered body.
"I think the ocean is everything at once, mother and father, hunter-
gatherer. It gives life and takes it away. It's all the same to her. I get the sense
that the ocean knows how I feel. Maybe that's why I like to work with driftwood
so much every now and then to rejuvenate myself."
Jackie rolls on her back and looks up at Iris. "Don't take offense, OK? I just
want to know why you still think of yourself that way. I mean, didn't you
essentially stop being, um, one, a hermaphrodite, when you were four? No one
would really know from looking that you were bom any differently than I was."
Iris is only mildly saddened by what she hears. Her therapist suggested the
same thing once. That time she pushed the bookcase over and stormed out.
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''It isn't about my appearance. I'm reminded all the time. My mother cries
when she sees me, and I have these dreams. Sometimes in them I can actually feel
myself getting an erection. It's so strange for me, really, but then I look down in
these dreams to see it because I'm convinced it's there, and it's disconnected from
my body. I don't know. Things like that happen, and I want to ignore it. I've
tried, Jackie, really. I tried for a long time. I just need time to figure.it out."
"I'm sorry," Jackie says and turns away again. "It must be hell for you to
not know who you are."
Needle-like stabbing pains shoot into Iris's chest. Although she's thought
the same thing for years, no one else has ever stated it that bluntly before. The
defeat dispels the music in Iris's head, and she feels it dissolve into the night air.
"I know what makes me happy, though," she says to console herself.
"What?"
"This."
Jackie heaves herself up and walks away.
"Wait!" Iris calls as she tries to get up to follow.
"What?"
"Are you going to tell me what's bothering you?"
Jackie paces as Iris admires the moonlit silhouette. "There's a couple of
things," she at last confesses. Iris waits for the rest. "I like this whole thing. I
mean, I like you as a friend here, and I like that things don't get boring in my life,
what with all the clubs and the great people."
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"What are you saying?"
"I'm saying that Brian, Mr. University, got a job teaching in New
Hampshire."
"And?" Her stomach burns with suspicion.
Under her breath Jackie answers, "And I'm going with him."
The words are a unsteadying blow. "You never mentioned this before."
"Well," Jackie stumbles around for words. "I didn't know... I wasn't sure
until a few days ago."
"You're moving someplace you've never even wanted to see for a man?"
In her rage, she can't begin to feel guilty for going on the attack.
"Look, it's not that I'm following him or something. I got a job at a radio
station there. That's when I decided I'd do it. He's just a great guy, and I want to
be with him. That's not a crime."
"So you don't give a damn for anything or anybody here? You're just fine
with leaving like this?" Iris is screaming almost against her will.
"I can have a normal life with someone who loves me."
"Normal? You've never wanted that before. Who in our whole circle
wants a normal life? You're out of your mind. This isn't what you want. You'll
be back in two weeks." Iris likes the sound of this and can't help but convince
herself. "You won't last two weeks in New Hampshire."
At this, Jackie looks her directly in the eye. "You would take the normal
life if it were offered to you. Anyone would rather be with someone who loves
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them than stuck in this same, old bullshit. You know what I mean? Sure, maybe
it's hard for you to even imagine a normal life, you're so caught up in being
different, but I want it. Brian loves me, and that's all I need."
"So, you don't love him?"
"I didn't say that."
"But—" She pauses before whispering, "I love you, Jackie."
Their voices still, both in a mild shock. Jackie no longer looks angry or
defensive; she looks full of pity. She can only wishfully say, "No, you don't." She
turns without a further word and calmly walks up the beach back to the street
where Iris imagines her putting coins in the payphone to call the man who will
take her to the opposite end of the continent. Iris watches her leave, not certain
what that empty feeling is really saying to her. As Jackie's form disappears. Iris
can no longer hold onto silence.
"Go ahead!" she calls. "Enjoy your little picket fence life. I hope you choke
on it! And don't forget to write! Send pictures of your kids!" Then she turns
toward the ocean, too defeated to cry. She stays that way for nearly a half-hour.
In a daze, she pulls off her clothes and drops them to the sand while staring
at the full moon above her. It illuminates her bare skin, making her look like an
apparition. The chill brings her hands to her shoulders where she rubs to keep
warm. Her hands follow this motion down her body. They fall over her breasts,
which feel strangely spongy and hollow. Her fingers trail down her belly and to
her hips and finally into the wiry hair between her thighs. She searches the moist
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skin for a reaction, but her body is apathetic. Never once has her body responded
the way she wanted it to, every sexual encounter a humiliation she would bear
like a penance for being born "wrong."
She begins to walk toward the reflection of the moon, hoping answers wait
there. She stops when the water washes against her neck. The reflection keeps
distancing itself from her, but she is determined and begins to swim out to it. No
matter how far, she thinks, I will reach the moon. The seaweed tangles around
her legs, but it doesn't slow her pace. Even the cold cannot stop her.
When she passes the breakers and the mirrored moon is still as far as it was
before, a new thought occurs to her. She will swim until she no longer can. She
will die in the arms of the ocean and decay among the bottom feeders. Her
strokes become more deliberate, and she feels the silvery skin of the water
smooth against her back, reviving each new paddle of her arms and legs.
When she accidentally swallows salt water, she stops to cough. Suddenly
still, she can feel the muscles in her body burning, the cramps in her stomach and
limbs. The cold sinks into her, and she feels herself becoming heavy. She treads
water for a few moments and turns back, but she can't find lights from the houses
lining the shore. Her ears don't pick up the sound of the waves breaking. She
wonders how far she's gone and how deep the water has become below her. She
dives down, but long after she feels the need to take a breath again, she still
doesn't touch earth. Her head breaks throughthe surface again, and her lungs
suck in air with a loud heave. When she turns all the way aroimd to find which
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direction she should go, she can only think how beautiful the water is in the
moonlight. Strange that she never noticed it quite like this before.
When she can no longer determine which direction she should continue
swimming, she decides the way she's facing must be the way further out. The
pleasure in the agony her body is experiencing is the most intense physical
sensation she can remember. She wants it to hurt her even more desperately,
wants it, in fact, to never stop. There is a beauty in punishing herself but, even
more, in pushing herself to finally do something about the state she's been in
most of her life.
The seaweed accumulates, wrapping itself around her ankles and in her
hair and lashes her skin, sending a wave of stinging pain over her body. She
considers the sensation, intensified by the salt in the water, while she struggles.
She can no longer catch her breath, but she decides that stopping is somehow
against the rules. She must keep going until the ocean pulls her down or
something comes up to get her. The mere thought is thrilling. She knows she
must have already been swimming for at least ninety minutes, longer than she's
ever tried before, and it won't be long now.
Even as she feels the impending smile on her face, she notices a shadow in
front of her. At first it seems to be a wave, then something more solid. It isn't the
season for whales, but the size is certainly appropriate. Maybe it got lost. She
stops for fear of crashing into it. It is then that she notices the waves are actually
behindher. They strike against her back. All the joyshe felt at impending death
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drops out of her. She is fifty yards from the breakers. The adrenaline that once
kept her buoyant turns leaden. Turning around again now would be pointless.
With slow strokes, she makes it back to the shore, about a hundred feet
from the clothes she left behind. She throws them on, her body trembling with
fatigue, and lies down on the sand near a piece of driftwood. Sleep overcomes
her. She dreams of the moon until the tide wakes her in the morning.
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SCHOOL FOR LOVERS
Blundering hands searching
my body, a yielding, unfamiliar
wall for an elusive switch to turn
me on, too-wet tongues bathing my
neck, unstifled grunts from unaccustomed
joy, fingers pinching when the touch
should be mild, hands indecisive,
floundering for some manly prize but lost
on the roads of my gangly frame, sticking
my hips with a part of you nearly feared
by you. I choked down laughter at your
grotesque expressions, looking immersed in warm
peeled grapes, your bungles and mumbles
an entertainment you hadn't planned on providing.
I felt pity for you boys so wanting
to make me feel as I should, to make me
writhe in a passionate embrace that repulsed
me - clumsy petting. I giggled to my friends
about your words of seduction:
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Please.
I won't tell anyone.
I promise it'll feel good.
Did my retractions educate on rejection
or on reading a body like music and moving
with its gentle waves? I think about your dirty
fingernails scratching my delicate skin, now
thick, and sigh to myself about wisdom
and insight. I try now to envision these men
as one of those boys lost in the maze of attraction
to bodies so alien and so alluring, trying to sense
their ways in the darkness, parents in the next room.
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MY NEW HOBBIES
This is great
I can go through these dusty boxes
clean out the skeletons in my closets
I can go to the gym to lose these pounds
or stay home to add more
I can grow gourds in the backyard
or make it into a rice patty
I can dye my hair blonde or red
or shave it all off
Now that you're gone
I can paint the kitchen purple
or every room
I can take up drinking brandy
and smoking cigars
Playing poker with my new friends
all of them men
ice mountains
like bereft
bastions
washed to shore
imposing boulders
cleaved through
encapsulated sand
fixed
grand prisoners
painted world
silver-white
an icy haze
next thaw
frosted opals
colors folding
crumble
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BEACH SIX REFREEZE
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SALLY GOES TO THE CIRCUS
The circus set up in a barren cornfield at the edge of town. Two friends and I, a
then inseparable group, drove north on route 99 to the multi-colored big top. We
were eager for the corny music, the shimmering costumes, the super-human feats
we imagined awaited us. When we got out of my car, our feet sucked into mud,
but that couldn't dampen our spirits. This was the circus, a divine show of awe.
The soggy trail to the entrance was lined with trailers painted with circus
scenes: tigers exposing sharp teeth, a man balancing on a wire, and colorful
clowns with seltzer bottles and squirting lapel flowers. Just beyond these were
blue port-a-potties. We contemplated together what we would see. I was the only
one who'd never been to a circus before, and I hoped this would be as wonderful
as their civic center experiences. As I tried to take in everything around me,
tanned men burst in front of me and asked me for my name. In my confusion^ I
couldn't make myself answer, "Christine." Other men waved and smiled from
where they were standing. Some had hoses, buckets, or rakes; I could only
assume they were with the circus. They all also had an accent I couldn't quite
place.
"I think they want you to run away with the circus," Kerri teased.
"Only if I get to go on the trapeze," I answered. I fantasized about the
prospect.
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We paid our admission and entered the tent, which looked bigger inside than
I'd imagined. On my right was a clown in a booth selling glowing necklaces,
pennants, headbands with spring antennae, and popcorn. Even though I was
tempted to purchase some souvenir, I passed by and walked along the aluminum
bleachers to a place in front of the center ring. When I was comfortable enough, I
searched the faces of the crowd. It was a small gathering for a Saturday afternoon,
mostly adults, and everyone looked a bit blas6 about the whole thing.
A short man stepped into the first ring holding a microphone. "Ladies and
gentleman and children of all ages," he began.
"That's the emcee?" I asked Krista. "Don't they usually have a red coat, the
kind with tails, and a top hat?"
"He did at the circus I went to."
This emcee wore brown slacks and a plaid shirt. He had no curly moustache,
and his announcing voice was about as noticeably enthralled as the spectators'
faces on the opposite bleachers. He introduced an act that would appear in the
third ring, and on cue a man with a crop and a woman in a leotard entered with a
horse. The mare ran in circles, and the woman jumped to the animal's back with
the help of a springboard. She balanced in various graceful ways while the horse
steadily ran in a loop. Occasionally, the woman would jump off in some acrobatic
way and jump back on. The man would hep-hep at the horse while all this was
going on. The rim-shots from an out-of-view drummer soon stopped, and "ta-da"
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organ sounds announced the end of the act. Theemcee asked for applause, and we
obliged, happy enough about what we had witnessed.
The emcee thanked everyone for showing up and explained that the circus
troupe was established by a Peruvian family and has been traveling across the
Eastern half of the U.S. for years, that they love bringing joy to all circus lovers
who come. Our patronage was appreciated. This explained why we had never
heard of this circus before and why I couldn't identify the accents. I had never met
anyone who claimed to be from Peru before.
Then he announced the Amazing Something-or-Others tumbling team, a
family of six men and three women. The troupe didn't bound out from behind the
tarp like Arabian horses, the way I pictured circus performers would. Instead,
they meandered a little and removed their mismatched capes without so much as
a flourish. They stood around for a while, some kicking their legs to limber up,
others just standing in a random arrangement. The men's tights were blue with
gold stars climbing the sides of their thighs. The women wore leotards, also blue,
with gold collar bands. Some of their costumes were wearing thin in the seat.
While they waited around for something, some of the men spotted me in the
bleachers and smiled. They were in the ring directly in front of me, close enough
for one to ask, "What's your name?" This phenomenon I can't even begin to
explain. That was all any of them said to me, and always to me and neither of my
friends. At first 1thought the others must have thought they recognized me, but,
apparently, asking for a girl's name is the equivalent of "What's your sign?" for
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Peruvians. I remarked to my friends that if I ever got needy for a husband, I could
apparently just go to Lima and take my pick; they seemed to like me for whatever
reason. My friends and I continued to make up possible scenarios about this
while we waited for some circus magic to begin.
The emcee at last decided to announce their first trick, which, I believe, was a
tumbling series, each in line for their turri and circling back for the next go. Next,
one of the men positioned himself on his back and used his upraised feet to
balance one of the women. He flipped her around like a flapjack on a skillet.
Then some crewmembers brought out a contraptionvaguely resembling a wide
wheel on a pendulum. I'd seen thisbefore onCircus of theStars, so I knewthey
would walk on it and have the wheel spin around, moving the counterweight also
so that it looked like a combination Ferris wheel/hamster wheel. That's exactly
what they did. Two acrobats took turns, then both climbed on at once, followed
by the "ta-da."
The crew removed the pendulumcontraption and brought out a large seesaw.
The acrobats flipped in the air by having a designated family member jump from
a platform on the opposite end. Then came the finale, the stackable tumblers.
Each stood on the board, launched into the air, and landed on the shoulders of the
last. When theywere four men tall, a spotterhanded the one on the bottoma
chair with a shoulder harness. He then handed it to the acrobat above him and so
onuntil the one onthe top strapped it securely in place. Then the youngest girl
stepped onto the plank. She had a ponytail, a pugnose, and glittering makeup.
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She stood so that just the balls of her feet touched the edge. She wriggled her toes
as if she were in sand and stretched her head back one last time to see where it
was she was going. She took a quick gulp, rolled her shoulders, flexed her knees,
and positioned herself into a soldier-like posture. She slapped her outer thigh
with her hand, and her partner jumped onto the other side, launching her into the
air. She remained suspended in the atmosphere some five or so feet above the
chair. With the expression on her face, she could have been pondering art, a
grocery list, or simply daydreaming. She was intended to be the ornament on the
top of the tree, and she understood that. She existed at that moment to land on
that seat. That was it.
She circled her arms backwards so that it looked as though she were making
herself fly, and I almost believed she could. Then she tried in all her glorious
matter-of-factness to land in the chair. Only she didn't. She fell into the arms of
the spotters. I sighed. The girlmissed the target again. Shemissed a third time.
After that the audience gave her a handanyway, and all the Amazing Whoevers
gathered their capes and disappeared behind the tarp, two of the guys looking
back at me one last time to wave.
The tribute to the Incan Empire began shortly after. It featured elephants.
When I asked Kerri and Krista ifthe Incas had elephants, they both shrugged. The
brief parade was intended to be magical, tocapture the glory ofthe Incas, but the
troupe looked bored. Strings of gold sequins hung from their costumes, begging
for some needle and thread. The elephants were dressed in faded purple with
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drooping feathers, and they swayed their heavy bodies at a practiced slow pace,
grasping clumsily at the tails of the ones in front of them. Thewinding trunks
kept slipping. The wrinkled, thick skins of pachyderms on a march showed scars,
deep and glowing white, a silentmanifesto ofmisery. Now Iwas a part of that as
I looked into the small dull eyes of the parading animals who had no reason to
celebrate. The llamas, for their part, were unadorned, but were nonetheless
adorning the ground.
I could no longer look at them, and I couldn't look at my muddy shoes. I
watched the top of the tent, the circular hole in the middle. I imagined the
animals dreaming of flying out of that hole. Perhaps some of the people wished
the same thing. As I stared, I noticed something horrible. I nudged my friends,
pointed to the air above us, and said, "There's no trapeze."
At first they didn't believe me. Maybewe just couldn't see it. There was a
tightrope, yes, but there was no trapeze. The"flyingyoung man" music I had
been humming softly to myself all morning faded away like ripples in pool of
water.
We were all disappointed. The emcee was a mess, the acrobats couldn't do
basic acrobat stuff, the animals defecated everywhere, and there would be no
trapeze act. This was no Circus of the Stars, and I still had yet to see a single
clown who wasn't selling something. Served us right for coming to some third-
rate circus.
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Everything after that was a blur. There could have been tigers, but there were
more likely trained dogs. There could have been a dramatic fall from the
tightrope, but I don't recall. There were clowns, I remember, who threw confetti
on some children who were afraid of them, but I couldn't tell you how many. I
left through the same tent opening I entered. I wasn't smiling or frowning, but
the Peruvian men wore the same wide grins. Two more stepped in my path and
asked me for my name. 1hurried around them, my eyes focused on my car door.
"Sally," I lied.
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MOTHER VERNACULAR
Helen looks into the ice blue eyes of the white Bengal tiger that stretches
into the gray pool of water that slinks down over limestone rocks. The
informational plaque in front of the display reads, "Basha." He flinches, twitches
his ears, lolls in the sunlight. Helen tries to know him as she has known her three
children, Suzy, Tommy, and Lizzy, before they went to college, when they
expressed themselves without words, when she knew by instinct alone what they
needed from her. The tiger looks at her, too, without words, his pink tongue
hanging as he pants. Helen can feel each breath from the forty yards that separate
them.
Helen holds a book, Anna Karenina, with nearly nine hundred pages of
words to describe emptiness, imprisonment, discontent, and searching. Helen
doesn't want words anymore. She wants communication. Words are
insignificant, only representative. They are only creations that try to "do" for the
real meaning. Words are a difficult habit to give up. The names in her head want
to brand themselves to objects she sees. Resisting only makes it worse, makes her
use more words. It is a difficult struggle to stop thinking of words in a world
with imaginary numbers and international trade policy. Words are only sounds
sometimes mutually understood, but they are internal and she can sense them
without opening her mouth. They have that kind of presence, even in the
unopened Tolstoy volume she holds in her lap. She is to page one hundred
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seventeen, but she doesn't read it. She cannot while a tiger is staring at her, while
she is staring at a white tiger with sharp fur that tacks into her hand as she
imagines petting it. In her head, she touches the white, long fur that like a halo
surrounds Basha's face.
"Basha weighs 550 pounds, fairly average for a male Bengal tiger," the
plaque reads. She can feel that weight as his lungs fill with air and empty again,
each movement sending a ripple among his muscles. She can see his flesh is thick,
maintained with ten pounds of horsemeat fortified with vitamins daily. She can
feel her hand moving the hide over the flesh, like it used to with her Labrador.
But Abner is allergic to dogs, and cats, and she has only pet a Labrador when one
has passed her way along the sidewalk or in the park. She knows the tiger does
not want to be pet. Basha is not a pet. Basha is a wild animal. He only wants to
watch her from a distance, which is where he is, at the farthest end of the
environment zoo officials have established for him. "White tigers are not
albinos," the plaque reads.
Basha is old for a tiger, thirteen. He has outlived the lifespan for wild
Bengal tigers. If he lives two more years, he will meet the lifespan for some tigers
in captivity. Basha has, about ten years ago, left the zoo to go to St. Louis,
Philadelphia, and Detroit to mate, but he was tranquilized and doesn't remember
the journey. He sired three litters, but he really doesn't know that for certain
either. He is certain he has seenHelen before, especially lately. She comes at
least twice a weekto read on that same bench. Lately shehas justbeenstaring.
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Helen makes her husband eggs, sausage, and hashbrowns for breakfast.
She serves him coffee. She eats two slices of toast with honey and drinks orange
juice. Shewrites checks to pay bills, rakes the lawn, washes his shavings down the
sink, and picks up the clothes he leaves on the floor and puts them in the hamper.
When the hamper is full, she washes clothes, careful to checkhis pockets and to
separate the light clothes from the dark. She bakes cookies for her childrenand
mails them out in care packages: oatmeal cookies for Suzy, chocolate chip for
Tommy, and no-bakecookies for Lizzy. Suzyhas a husband now, but she's
working on her doctorate and has no time to leam how.to make oatmeal cookies
or to give Helen a grandchild. Helen keeps a small flower garden with mums and
impatients. Her roses always get sick. Helen will go home after watching the
tiger, still on page one hundred seventeen. There shewill make dinner, meatloaf
tonight, and hear Abner complainaboutwork. When she asks if she can take that
job in the hospital gift shop, Abner will tell her she is still needed at home. He
will remind her that he works hard all week and earns a decent living. She
doesn't need a job. Abner will ask her why she wants a job. As usual, she will
have no answer. Helen will wash the dishes as Abner sits on the recliner and
watches television. She will catch up on some sewing. They will watch the
evening news together before retiring to bed.
Helen watches the tiger, and the tiger watches back. Basha has a pink nose.
His stripes are the color of rich chocolate. After she leaves, a camouflaged door
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will open up to Basha's cage where he eats and sleeps. Only the zoo employee
will forget to double-check the door. It won't be securely closed.
Helen wants Basha to see into her like she's trying to see into him, in some
silent language that existed before any language, with some energy of thought.
She is telling Basha to escape. She's telling him to jump up on that short tree, leap
up on the lichen-covered rock, and pounce over the iron fence. She's telling him
he could do it. He wouldn't get his ten pounds of horsemeat fortified with
vitamins. He could have some variety, live spontaneously, hunt. He could eat
deer. Tigers are supposed to like to eat deer. She has seen deer at the edge of her
lawn. You could come live byme. There are lots of trees and some caves, ifyou've become
accustomed to those. She tells the tiger this over and over. Pounceover thefence.
Leap. Jump. Over thefence. Come live byme. I won't tellanyonewhere you are. She
wills the tiger to be free. If she could have any magical powers, she would want
to make things happen just by thinking of them.
Before picking up Abner's socks for darning, she will feed the goldfish.
Lizzy said she didn't want to take it to college with her, so Luke Perry, the
goldfish, became her pet. She wishes the fish were at least named Luke
Skywalker. He could make things happen just by thinking of them. Helen will
pinch a little orange fish food between her thumb and forefinger and spread it
over the water above Luke. The goldfish bowl is on a shelf at eye level. She will
see herself in the glass stones on the bottom of the goldfish bowl. But she won't
be reflected in them. Her image will be trapped within them. She will distinctly
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see her likeness in the middle of the glass stones like the swirls in Tommy's prize
aggie. Shewill see the grayinghair, the bifocals, the prominentnose, the thin lips
and the darkening hair above them she keeps forgetting to bleach, and the brown
cotton dress. She will see herself trapped in glass, sealed in like a mosquito in
amber.
While Abner is complaining about the incompetent employees he worked
with all day between mouthfulls of meatloaf, Helen will still be thinking of the
white tiger, his fur, his teeth, his gigantic paws, his icy blue eyes. She will still be
sending mental messages to the tiger while nodding at Abner.
The news will come on, the early edition at ten o'clock. Abner will be
smoking his pipe with apple-scented tobacco. Abnerwill listen to the news and
say, "Hmph" and "Do we know him?" Helen won't answer; she will barely be
paying any attention at all as she makesup the week's menu and grocerylist. She
will check with him. "Do you need more shave cream? What about some ice
cream? You like that maple walnut." Then Bret Phillips, the newscaster, will
come back from commercial break with a concerned but excited expression.
This just in toour channel ninenews desk: It seems that the white Bengal tiger,
Basha, hasescapedfrom the cityzoo. Though zoo officials areuncertain how the animal
escaped, theyare certain he is nowhere on zoo grounds. We have very little information at
this time, hut wehave been instructed toguideour vieivers to remain indoors and to bring
any outside pets inside until the tiger can he located. V<fe zoill be certain to keep you posted
on this story as more information becomes available.
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Abner will say, "Hmph. How you like that? I guess you'll have to stay
inside tomorrow."
"But the ice cream. We're almost out of mustard."
"That can wait."
Helen will smile, but not enough for Abner to notice. They will each take -
turns brushing their teeth. Helen will hang up the jacket Abner discarded and
pick up his socks as she puts her own clothes in the hamper. She will open Anna
Karenina to page one hundred seventeen but not read any of it. She will listen for
the sounds of tiger paws with course pads on her roof, looking out the comer of
her eye to the sugar maple tree outside the window whose leaves have almost all
changed color. She will try to feel for the tiger's breath on her cheek, try to smell
the cold in its stiff coat. She will set the alarm to wake her twenty minutes before
Abner needs to get up, switch off the light, and feel for the right words to give a
tiger at a moment like this. Abner will begin to snore, and that will spark the
language for her.
"Grrr," she will say. "Grrr."
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AN ALMOST CONTINUOUS BOOM
Firch watched the parade slink along Main Street from the ledge of his
apartment above the Drift Inn Tavern. There he could watch the procession, but
he also had a good view of the other spectators. Many laid out blankets or lawn
chairs along the curb. Others stood anxiously, suggesting, Firch thought, that they
were eager to be among the first to leave when it was all over. Thosewere the
ones who watched parades for the sake of being able to say they had and to
comment. The lawn chair types were there to see a show. He thought of this
while taking a long drink from his Stroh's.
He watched as Officer Mendon's police car drove past followed by the
uniformed members of the American Legion local post 672. Then he caught sight
of a rare vision. She squeezed between Mr. and Mrs. Garrett —not that they had
noticed ~ so that she wouldn't have to stand on tiptoe to see. She was so thin she
looked almost meek, but Firch couldn't stop staring at her.
She wore a pink bikini top and denim shorts. Her pink feet were bare. She
seemed to be all arms and legs, extremities to the extreme. The rest of her body
disappeared among all that pale, bluish flesh. Her hair hung straight down to her
slender hips, so blonde it glowed almost white in the hot July sun like the skin of
her thighs. Her cheeks were so big they looked swollen, and her eyes were large
and round like a doll's. She had a thin line of pink below her tiny nose for lips.
But nothing made Firch stare so much as her ears. They were large and jutted out
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so that her hair couldn't hide them. They were sunburned while the rest of her
remained pale.
As the RubyGirls, about twenty girls between ages five and twelve, passed
under the late morning sun, the bouncing light from their costumes and batons
sparked against the girl spectator's skin. Each passing group he observed by the
reflection on her. He saw the blue of the boy scouts' uniforms and the sheen from
MayorVincotti's convertible in the way the light bounced off her. She smiles
without openingher lips, he noted. As the bandmarched by playing"Yankee
Doodle," sending waves of brass and bass over her body, he could no longer resist
the urge to run dovm to the street to get a closer look.
He got to the curb in time to see the onlyfloat in front of him. He'd heard
rumors about what the hospital staff was putting together, but he didn't believe it
until he saw for himself. With a banner reading "SPRINGHILL: AN OLDTOWN
IN A NEWAGE" stood a replica of the local nuclear power plant. They had some
electrical source lighting bulbs that would flash on and off. They used the smoke
machine from the closed theater to reproduce the steam from the cooling towers.
Tom Bilker towed the monstrous creation with his rig and pulled the horn to
greet the crowd. Though everyone seemed to think it was a strange ode, they
nonetheless thought it was a nice float and cheered at all the hard work. This
town is fucked up, Firch thought as he lit a Camel. He wondered what the girl
thought of the whole thing. He imagined she felt like the mermaid in the Neruda
poem.
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Shexoas a mermaid who had losther xvay.
The taunts flowed overher glisteningflesh.
Obscenities drenched her golden breasts.
He tried to remember the later stanzas when she returns to the ocean.
Her eyeswere the coloroffaraway love,
' her arms werematching topazes.
Her lipsmoved soundlessly in coral light,
and ultimately, she left by that door.
When the float passed to allow an unobstructed view of the girl, he saw that she
was very young, probably no older than seventeen. Her paleness, though, the
sparkling, but mostly the ears all made her look like a human-sized faery. He
thought that if he threw her into the air that she would stay up there or simply
float back to earth like a flower petal. He could almost feel the tip of his tongue
tracing the outside of her ears, tasting chilled faery-dust like honey and feeling it
magically crackle in tiny sparks. He fantasized about her lying her head on his
chest after sex, one ear over his heart. The finger of his right hand would trace
over the other ear as she kissed his chest in gentle gratitude. His left hand would
reach down her back to rest in the dampness between her thighs.
The buzzing drone of the Shriners' miniature Zem Zem buggies disrupted
his reverie. They always had this display at the end of parades. They would
weave in and out in intricate patterns, always barely missing one another. It
might have been enjoyable, but Firch could see the cringing in the audience from
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the blarmg motors. It was nothing short of noise pollution. The children even
looked frightened^ and the comfortable people who were sitting on the curb
looked upset that they had to move their feet from the road to make room. Firch
closed his eyes to brace against the painful sound and even more painful
expressions of the others. When the Zem Zem rearranged themselves again into a
simple order and advanced down the street, Firch opened his eyes again only to
find the girl was gone.
He thought he saw her turn onto Plum Street, and he couldn't resist
following. He knew that his fantasy was just that, but he needed to see the
unexpected in a town full of stock images for him. Dave Roberts tried to stop him
to ask if Firch was coming to his barbecue that afternoon.
"Will there be beer?" Firch asked.
"Enough Rolling Rock to last until New Year's Eve/' he answered.
"I'm there," he said as he rushed to keep the girl in view.
She turned the comer at the hardware store and walked up the sloped lane
past the St. Agnes Church. His pursuit became reluctant as he approached the
walkway leading to the church doors. He usually avoided this route, but before
he could consider what he was doing, he found his hand on the brass door handle.
The sense of dread flowed from his hand and up his arm until it penetrated his
chest. "It's just a building," he said aloud to himself. He craned his neck to glance
one more time in the direction the girl had gone before pulling the heavy door
open. The hinges moaned.
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He held the door open as he stood in the doorway and looked inside. It
was dark, which he thought it should be, in great contrast to the brightness
outside on a cloudless July day. The cool air drifted out to him and made his skin
tighten into gooseflesh. Though it was a small church, the expanse from the
doorway to the pulpit felt immense. The pews sat anchored to the floor on both
sides of the wide aisle like sullen students waiting outside the principal's office in
expectation of some judgment and according pxmishment. The muted light that
shone through the stained glass windows illuminated them, the varnished pine
reflecting the reds, yellows, and blues in hideous dissonance.
He remembered the last time he sat in one of these pews with the colored
light on his face. Father Davis's sermon was about Revelations. Firch heard the
echoing sounds of words like inferno, calamity, and upheaval until he could no
longer hear at all. He looked at the stained glass windows, mesmerized, his eyes
darting from one hideous frame after another, remembering his mother. She had
made each one before she became too ill to continue.
One day she had annoimced that something was wrong with the church; it
had no stained glass windows. She took the task upon herself to remedy the
defect. She watched some instructional program on PBSone day and decided it
didn't look that difficult. She drove to distant towns to get different pieces of
colored glass, foil, solder, a soldering gun, and a glasscutter. Then with the task in
mind, she set to work.
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The boy sat in the pew, seeing the images of his mother making windows,
hearing the tear-like cutting, the tings of pieces snapping apart, and the shattering
when pieces fell to the floor. Her work area was the kitchen table, so they most
often ate meals in the family room around the coffee table.
She had measured each of the windows and tried to arrive at thematic
designs she felt were within her ability. Her first project was an open Bible to go
in the smallest window space. When it was finished, it didn't look like a Bible,
but no one had the heart to tell her. It replaced the simple glass pane, though they
had to fit the frame to the window. While her measurements were accurate, the
finished product was always askew. Altogether she made seven windows,
humming hymns to herself while she worked. Each was defective in both size
and representation. The praying hands were gnarled pink branches, the Pearly
Gates a twisted gray fence, the lamb a yellowish box with four stumps, and the
cross a bent collage of mismatched colors. Looking at them jammed and puttied
into place gave Firch a sense of his mother's gradual deterioration instead of
spirituality. They were her silent ways of ordering the world before she moved
onto the next; no one informed him that she was dying. As she withered away, he
had to assume his suspicions were truth. On that last day of Mass, he stormed out
the door in the middle of the service and threw up behind a hedge. Twenty years
later, feeling his breath grow shallow in the church doorway, Firch felt the same
dread and nausea slipping imder his skin. Images of throwing rocks through the
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windows or of burning the building flashed in his head. Instead, he closed the
door and braced himself against it, resolving once more to never go there again.
* * *
Firch waved over to Jack, his landlord, who was throwing horseshoes on
the side lawn. "How's it going? Are you winning?"
"My father was county horseshoe champion five years ruiming. It's in my
blood," he boasted. Gary and Mike shook their heads. Any time horseshoes were
mentioned, everyone had to hear about Jack's father. The Drift Inn was decorated
with a shrine to the man, a trophy case and "winning shoes."
"Then why did I beat you last game?" Gary asked.
Firch walked by before the discussion became heated. There's nothing
uglier than an argument over flying steel, he thought. He came to Dave's
backyard where middle-aged men gasped, red-faced while playing football. Dave
tackled Miles Blandson, the high school band director, and Miles stood and
limped into position for the next play.
"Are you alright, buddy?" Dave asked.
"I'll live," Miles answered.
"Maybe you should be playing touch football at your age," Firch said as he
approached the line of scrimmage.
"If you weren't so busy chasing all the women in town, maybe you'd like
to show us how to play a sissy game of ball," Dave shot back,
"Where's the beer, old man?"
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Dave pointed to the porch and huffedback to the center of the line where
he attempted to stare down the quarterback.
Firch walked to the cooler and dipped his hand in. When he pulled out his
Rolling Rock, he called out to Dave's wife. "Shirley, the cooler's getting empty."
Shewas talking to a womanFirch didn't recognize. He thought it must be
an out-of-town relative because he knew nearly everyone in town, and he
certainly knew allDaveand Shirley's friends. "Couldyou get the case out from
under the picnic table and refill it, Firch dear? I'm talkingwith Becky."
"My pleasure," he replied and took to the task. Becky? He'd certainly
never met her before. He would have remembered the name, reminded of Twain
stories. He pictured her in that context, petticoats, ribbons in her hair, a curtsy
and a devilishgrin. He thought she'd certainly fit that nameby the way she held
her hands together in front of her and the modesty of her clothes. Now that he
considered it, it was strange that she was wearing long sleeves in this weather.
She was visibly uncomfortable with it. That confirmed for him that she was from
out of town; she probably came from some distant place thinking Pennsylvania
was always cold. The pictures of Pittsburghhe saw were always taken in late fall
or winter.
As he stared at Becky, Holly came up and asked for a beer. "I'll get you a
cold one from the bottom," he offered. "These ones are pretty warm."
As he searched through the icewater on the bottom of the cooler. Holly
knelt to help. "I thought you weren't coming," she said.
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"Why'd you think that?"
"Um, well, I've been here for a while. Yougot here pretty late, so I thought
weren't coming at all."
They bumpedhands in the cooler, and he jerked his hand away. Holly
smelled ofBuffalo wings, hewas sure. Had she dabbedsauce behind her ears to
remind him he was attracted to her? The scent aroused images of the two of them
eatingwings with no napkins in sight, the sauce all over their lips and fingers.
He'd told her he could eat more than she could, and she'd been up to the
chcillenge. Whentheywerefull, having lostcount, he'd takenher grease-slicked
hand in his, looked deeply into her eyes and challenged her to an arm-wrestling
match. He found her state championship status in bodybuilding intriguing. He
wanted to feel just howstrongshewas. Only she let himwin, thoughshe denied
it. That ruined the evening for him. He "found" the paper towels he'd stashed in
a drawer and let her clean her own hands. The fantasy ended, he couldn't bear to
continue.
"I show up every year," he answered.
"I don't know what I was thinking," she said. She took the beer Firch found
for her. "There will be fireworks this year. Are you going?"
"Yes, I'm going." He didn't want to get trapped in any "let's go together"
scenarios, so he added, "I'm sure I'll see you there." He knew Holly still wanted
to give it a try, and the thought wasn't repellent. He'd considered once falling in
love with her, but the urge soon passed like that urge to maybe drink the pickle
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juice when the last pickle's gone. He needed her to stop pretending to be
vulnerable. That role didn't work well with her, or with him.
He decided to help himself to the food on the picnic tables when Shirley
called him over. "Firch. Oh, Firch. Come meet Becky." He walked over and
introduced himself, wiping his hand on his shorts before offering it to her.
"Pleasure."
"Nice to meet you," she returned.
"Becky's our new neighbor. She'll be working in that new school you built
last year on Euclid, Second grade."
"The kids here are brats," he warned.
"I don't mind so much."
"Firch's real name is Ecclesiastes Firchinski," Shirley said to Becky.
"You're lucky I'd never hit a woman, Mrs. Roberts," he said, but she
ignored the comment.
"It's just a name."
"It's not a bad name," Becky offered. "I've heard worse."
"Oh, yeah?" he challenged. "Name one you've heard that's worse."
She bit her lip. "Umm... I once heard of a Mrs. Hill that named her
fraternal twins Jack and Jill. See? Jack and Jill Hill."
"Not even close. My sister is Deuteronomy, but she had the sense to get it
legally changed to Dodie."
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"Your mother must be a real Bible buff/' she said. "I'm Catholic myself, so
I kind of like it. I go to that church with Father Davis. St. Agnes? It has these
really strange windows. You know it?"
"I know it," he said, clearing his throat.
Shirley took the hint. "Firch, I'm sure that Becky here is very hungry. Why
don't you go get her a hotdog from the grill? And help yourself. Beckymade the
ambrosia salad. Very good. You must have some of that."
"Sure." He shook his head and walked over to the grill. When he got there,
he could hear it hissing, but there was no flame. "Hey, Dave!" he yelled across the
lawn. "Your grill is out."
Dave yelled back, "Happens sometimes. It's low on propane. Just push the
red ignition button till it starts up again."
Firch pushed the button in with his thumb. Nothing happened. He pushed
the button in faster, pumping it several times until he saw a spark. Then he heard
the tremendous sound like thunder and saw a ball of fire rumbling through the
air, headed in his direction. Instead of beingfrightened by a fireball rushing
toward him, Firch felt transfixed andawed byitsbeauty. He sawin the sphere of
flame, which seemed to come for him in slow motion, a hundred different shades
ofred and orange and yellow. They fit together edge to edge but did not blend.
They rolled in an ever-changing kaleidoscope design. And as the flames lashed
their way to his head, he felt the lion-esque roar of the fire pass through him.
Instead of screaming or ducking out of the way, he whispered, "Wow."
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The crowd clambered to help.
No, no. Putting butter on it does nothing but melt the butter.
Get me thefirst-aid kit, David.
Yes, you do so needa first-aid kit, Firch. You've been burned.
It isn't bad.
It is so.
No, it's not.
That xvas pretty scary, huh?
You've still got some hair left there.
No eyebrows, though.
Does this mean no more hamburgers?
Thegrill's burning now.
Way togo, Slick.
I don't think he looks burned.
Nowhejust looks surprised.
Let'sjust pour the waterfrom the cooler over his head.
Almondoil. You're supposed tousealmond oil
I thought you xvere supposed to use tea bags.
That's for bags under your eyes.
What doyou know?
Do anyofyou knoxu anything?
Firch? You OK?
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Don't put grease onhis head. That won't do anything.
Firch put the talk to rest. "Can anyone here cut hair?"
Becky stepped forward. "I can."
"Can you do it at my place?"
* * *
"Do you know what you're doing?"
"I cut my ex-husband's hair all the time. He was too cheap to pay seven •
dollars for a barber/' Becky laughed. "I'm not sure exactly how to salvage this,
though. You've got this bit in the front that's almost completely gone."
"Just make it even, I guess. If it looks too strange I may just shave it all off.
It's too hot for thick hair anyway."
"You're telling me," she said, pulling her shirt away from her body to let
air circulate beneath it.
"Do you want another shirt? I've got some T-shirts that are too small for
me."
She brought the comb tohis hair andsnipped quickly. "No, I'm fine."
"Really? You don't seem fine. Itmust be ninety degrees mhere." He
stood and walked to his bedroom. She followed him.
"Really. That's not necessary."
He stopped mid-motion and looked at her. Her eyes were open wide, her
lips parted slightly as if to say something more. He sensed immediately that she
wasn t protesting out of afear to inconvenience him. It was fear, period. His
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body sagged with pity, though it was something he claimed not to believe in. He
hated to see someone with that expression, but he also couldn't imagine what
would be frightening about putting on one of his T-shirts. He closed the drawer
and looked at her softly.
"You can tell me why." She said nothing. "I'm an open book here. You
can see the Cubist prints on my walls, the books on my shelves - Kafka, Marquez,
Calvino, Ginsberg - and the dirty dishes in my sink. You can see my Jazz CDs
and the Fellini videotapes. I'm not keeping anything from you. You have no
reason to be afraid of what I'll think."
He waited a long time for her response. They both stood still, their bodies
and expressions locked into the silence.
"There was a fire," she whispered at last, and another long pause followed.
"I went to my sister's. She lived in a trailer, and it was on fire. I went inside to
get her, but she wasn't even there." She didn't bow her head. Steadily, she met
Firch's eyes. "A piece of the roof collapsed and fell on me."
He approached her. "Where did it land?"
She gestured to her left shoulder and down her arm.
He caressed her arm with long, slow strokes. He could feel faint ridges
through the shirt. She didn't stop him. She closed her eyes and sighed. She
opened her eyes again when he stopped. He was still looking ather face.
"You don't have anything to be ashamed of/' he whispered as he leaned in
to kiss her forehead.
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He backed away, and she put her hands to the bottom of her shirt and lifted
it over her head. The shirt fell to the floor, and Firch looked at the skin of her arm
and shoulder where the fire had bubbled and eaten her flesh. The scars were
patchy and wrinkled. He didn't gasp in surprise, which is what he was certain she
expected of him. He removed a shirt from his dresser and walked toward her
again. He touched the skin with the tips of his fingers and leaned in to kiss her
shoulder. Then he touched her hands with his, raised her arms over her head, and
slid the shirt down over her. He kissed her lips and gave a gentle smile while she
smoothed the shirt to her body.
* * *
Firch saw the same lawn chairs and blankets from the parade spread out
over Diamond Park. He took Beckyby the arm and led her to the gazebo. There
Mayor Vincotti played trombonewith a brass band beforehis speech. Becky
chose a placeon the lawn, and theysat with legs folded. Firch caught a glimpse of
the faery girl dancingon the opposite side of the gazebo. She'd traded in her
bikini top for a PermState sweatshirt. Herhairwasnowpulled back in a
ponytail. Holly saw Firch and began to approach with a smile but then saw he
waswith Becky. Firch shrugged, and shechanged direction.
Shirley approached with Dave in tow. "How isyour hair? Can I see?"
Firch removed his baseball cap. "Becky did avery nice job. You can barely tell."
"Hey, sorry about that, buddy," Dave said. "I should have warned you to
close the lid first."
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"No problem, really."
"Well, we better find a place to sit/' Shirley said while tugging on Dave's
shirtsleeve. "I'm sure these two don't want us bothering them."
Firch and Becky looked at one another and laughed. They each plucked
blades of grass then tried to make a whistle of it between their thimibs.
"I haven't done this since grade school," Beckyconfessed.
"Why not?"
The music stopped, and the mayor stepped to the microphone. He tapped it
and then cleared his throat. "Good evening, citizens and friends of Spring Hill.
This is indeed a spectacular day in a gracious time of our fair town," he began.
Miles Blandson stepped from the gazebo and approached Firch. "I don't
believe I got to meet your lovely escort."
"MUes, this is Becky."
"It's wonderful tomeet you. I hear that you'll be teaching at the
elementary school. Please, don'tforget to suggest to them that they take up an
instrument. Our band gets smaller and smaller every year. You've got to get
them when they're young."
"They stop playing when they find they have to wear those stupid hats.
Miles," Firch told him. "Just get some really jazzy uniforms that don't say 'geek,'
and maybe you'll have more luck."
"Now, Firch. How canyou say that tohim?"
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"Oh, it's nothing/' Miles assured her. "It's not like he hasn't said that to me
a hundred times."
"And he still has yet to listen to me."
"I would never listen to someonewho'd set fire to himself/' Miles joked as
he left to find his wife.
Becky shook her head.
"What?"
"Oh, nothing," she answered.
"What?"
She smiled and answered, "They all let you give them such a hard time/'
Firch leaned back, supporting himself with his hands extended behind him.
"Theyknowme sowell they can tellwhat I meanwhen I say something, and I
rarely mean what I say to them."
They listened as the mayor, a WorldWar II veteran, spoke about the
pairiful glory ofwar and the preciousness ofpeace. He followed this bymention
of the security of thenation and its connection to the well being ofeven the
smallest communities. Firchwasn't at all surprised that Vincotti could tie the
nuclear powerplant, visible from the park, into the speech. "The advancements of
our world, such as the power whose light sparkles at usfrom the valley below,
help to ensure our commitment to our national destiny."
He s amazing, Firch said as the audience applauded the mayor's speech.
"It's more elaborate than any sermon I've ever heard."
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"Do yougoto church? We could go together onSunday ifyouwant. You
could introduce me to more people/'
He turned to look at her. "I don't go. I'm atheist."
"With a name like Ecclesiastes?" she asked with the unbelieving smile of
someonewho can't fathommissinga Sunday in a pew. She focused her eyes on
him in a challenge. "Tell me why."
He met her stare and answered. "Religion forme was a place. The place is
dead to me."
"Sounds to me like you don't really believe that."
The mayor closed hisspeechwitha "HappyIndependence Day, Spring
Hill!" On cue, the fireworks began. Spring Hill had fireworks only every third
year so that it could save up for a grander show. The explosions lived up to
everyone's expectations. They allwatched as if seeing fireworks for the first time
in their lives, following the sparkling tail up to the sky, watching the colors burst
out of blackness, and delighting in the delayed boom. There were more colors, he
noticed, purple and an orange-yellow in addition to the typical blues, silvers,
greens, and reds.
Firch looked at the faces of the crowd. He loved seeing the flesh of the
people he knew glow in flickering colors. He loved watching the dazzling bursts
reflected in their eyes. He loved that he could see the child-like joy in their faces.
As the grand finale flared out a thousand different flashes of color and everyone
smiled a littiewider, he thoughtthe sound must somehow represent the
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heartbeats of the crowd. Not in unison, but together they made an almost
continuous boom.
